Visualization Location in Q235B Steel Structure by Using the Acoustic Emission Tomography
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Abstract: AET (acoustic emission tomography) is a new visualization location method for inspecting and locating the internal damages in the structures. In this paper, the AET is applied to detect and visualize damage source locations in the Q235B steel structure to validate its effectiveness. Firstly, the ABAQUS/Explicit simulation model of the steel structure with one damaged circle in its center is built. And then, the simulated AE signals are obtained to establish the AE tomography. The results show that the damaged circle in the created model can be visualized clearly with the AET in its original location. Finally, the damage source location based on AET is compared with the traditional TOA (time of arrival) location method, and the better location accuracy is obtained. And this fact that further illustrates the AET has a great potential in the application of structure damage detection.
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1. Introduction

AE (acoustic emission) is a transient wave resulting from the sudden release of stored energy during a damage process [1]. It can be used to identify the evolution of damage in structures as a powerful nondestructive testing method. In civil engineering, the complexity of material and different forms of components make the received AE signals very intricate, which have been challenging in damage identification. Classical method is that AE parameters are recorded and analyzed to identify damages. With advanced in computing power, waveform of AE signals is analyzed as a diagnostic tool. Although both two methods are applied nowadays with some success for diverse applications, to better diagnose and identify early internal damage of structures, the visualization of the damaged location from the AE inspection is required.

Tomography is an emerging technique for nondestructive evaluation, which aims to visualize the internal structure of various types of objects by using two- or three-dimensional representation, so that better identification of anomalous regions and determination of physical properties of the measured region can be achieved. In terms of in situ application, Traditional tomography methods such as Computer Tomography, Travel time Tomography and Ultra-acoustic tomography fail to meet the need of more global and local property information distributions throughout object structures. AET is a new visualization method for inspecting and locating the internal damages in the structures, which is based on the time-travel tomography with AE events as its signal sources.

2. AET Theory

AE tomography uses the AE events as signal sources for the travel-time tomography. It contains source location algorithm and travel tomography algorithm. This technique represents an important improvement on traditional AE data analysis. It not only leads to a new imaging technique that the AE sources positions in the specimen are visualized in terms of a locally
varying wave speed distribution, but also leads to significantly better localization of AE events. See for Eq. (1) the arrival time of the AE signal received at each sensor can be stated as:

\[ T_i^s = T_i^0 + \sum_{k}^{k=1} w_{ij} s_{ij} \]  

where, \( k \) refers to each ray from the acoustic event source to each sensor \( k = 1, 2, \ldots, r \), \((i, j)\) is index indicating the position of each tomographic cell \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \). \( s_{ij} = 1/c_{ij} \) is the “slowness” of the signal propagation along the tomographic cell, defined as the reciprocal of its propagation speed \( c_{ij} \). \( w_{ij} \) represents the distance travelled by the \( k \)th ray inside the cell \((i, j)\). Note that most of these elements are zero, since only a relative small number of cells are crossed by each ray. \( T_i^A \) is the time of measured arrival of the signal from ray \( k \) at the corresponding sensor. \( T_i^0 \) is the time of measured occurrence of the event that originates the ray \( k \). The solution of Eq. (1) can be obtained iteratively with a process known as ART (algebraic reconstruction technique) [2].

3. Numerical Simulation

In order to address the theory of the AET, the ordinary Q235B steel plate (China Code) is chosen as the main material of the sample in the numerical simulation process, which is a typical homogeneous media. The model of steel structure is established using commercial package ABAQUS/Explicit [3-6], as shown in Fig. 1 and the main parameters of the steel plate (Q235B) structure model are shown in Ref. [7]. For each excited AE source event, time-domain waveform of AE source signal is shown in Fig. 2a. Point A is the occurrence time of signal arrival and point B is the peek time in the simulated time-domain waveform (Fig. 2b).

4. Results and Data Analysis

The simulation process was repeated for the complete data set, a total of more than one hundred AE events were excited randomly along the circumference of the damaged circle inside the FE model. Afterwards, the peak-arrival time of the time-domain signals...
received at each sensor was determined by using manual picking waveform (P wave) data at the point B. Arrival-time difference series computed were served as input for the AE tomography algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen that a damaged circle location in the FE model of Q235B steel structure is located and visualized by the AE tomography algorithm. As the number of AE events is increasing, each new AE event can lead to a better approximation in spatial velocity field. Wave speed changes in the defective region become more obvious than the other area in the model. Figs. 3a-3d display the results from the different AE events in the mapping of the AE tomography constructed and these results show a remarkable improvement in the AE tomographic image quality. More than one hundred of AE events, especially, such as 180AE events, are computed, the damaged circle position becomes pretty clear, and local damaged area slowness value arrives at the maximum in the tomographic image (Fig. 3c). A further increase of the number of AE events intends to improve the quality of the images automatically, but the results are not prominent (Fig. 3d). This result shows that the ray coverage of the tomography cells reaches a certain level, and a saturation behavior has occurred.

5. Compared with TOA Algorithm

Seen from Fig. 3 some artifacts in the tomographic
Table 1  One hundred and eighty source location errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>ART</th>
<th>TOA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>7.330</td>
<td>7.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAE</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>1.060</td>
<td>1.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASD</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

images are also observed, and it is most likely caused by the simple straight line approximation of the AE tomography model. The nonuniform ray converges of the model leading to large differences in the number of rays passing through the equally sized tomography cells may be another reason. However, when a saturation behavior of the tomography images is obtained, image quality changes have a little effect on the precision of AE source location to some extent. Since the locations of all AE events in the simulation and the experiment are prior knowledge, the accuracy of AE source location is further studied. One hundred and eighty AE (180 AE) events are chosen to evaluate source location accuracy in traditional TOA location algorithm and AE tomography location algorithm, respectively. And ME (mean error), MR (mean residual), WAE (weight average error), SD (standard deviation), and WASD (weight average standard deviation) are considered to be the indexes to evaluate source location error [10-12]. The error results are shown in Table 1.

As shown by Table 1, simulation results are better. Traditional TOA error is bigger than AE tomography source location. This fact that further illustrates the AET has a great potential in the application of structure damage detection.

6. Conclusions

AE tomography methodology (ART) is proposed and implemented in AE simulation test on Q235B steel specimen with one hole (defect). The results show that the new proposed method can reveal the details of internal structure of the specimen. One damaged source location can be successful visualized with AET algorithm. This technique would be considered as a great potential for future engineering applications in AE fields. And the following conclusions have been reached.

The finite element simulation (ABAQUS/Explicit) model of Q235B steel structure is built. Simulated AE source is excited to produce AE signal and numerical data set is obtained to serve as input of AE tomography algorithm. Good simulation results are obtained.

Compared with the results between AE tomography location and traditional TOA location, the experimental results obtain good results from the point of source location error such as mean error and mean residual, etc;

A considerable improvement over conventional TOA location algorithm is obtained by using the AE tomography location algorithm.
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